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Section 3
The Be Do Journal (example)
Over the next few pages we will take a look at the journals that comprise the 
Be Do Journal:

Weekly Well-being Journal
The Morning Journal
The Evening Journal
Meditation Journal 
Bear in mind this is a general well-being practice and is designed to 
raise your awareness whilst working towards simple, daily realistic and 
achievable physical, mental and meta-physical goals.

Graham Barrone
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Weekly Well-being Journal (example)
There are three entries made in to the Weekly Well-being Journal 
over the course of the week:

Weekly Well-being Goals
Midweek Review
End of Week Reflection

The goals are an over view of what it is you’d like to focus on for the week and generally 
include areas around exercise, diet, rest, relationships and personal interests.

Weekly Well-Being Goals
So here we have the first entry into the weekly well-being journal and this is where you 
choose your well-being goals. 

Of course, your week can start whenever you want it to start, be it a Sunday, Monday or 
Thursday. Its up to you but generally try to keep the start consistent. 

You can have as many goals as you like in the week but do make sure that you don’t 
overload yourself with lots of unrealistic complex goals that might seem great but are just 
a little bit too impractical to pull off in the time that you have. After all, we are looking to 
create a pattern of success here and not one of struggle and hardship.

So, here I’ve written two goals:
Walk at least 20 minutes a day.
And
Drink at least 750ml of water a day.    

10/10/2050

Walk at least 20 minutes a day.

Drink at least 750ml of water a day. 

I know its recommended that we drink at least two litres of water a day but even that can 
be hard to do if you don’t drink very much to start with. And ‘yes’ coffee, tea, beer and soft 
drinks all contain water and ‘no’ they do not count as water! 

Graham Barrone
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Obstacles and Solutions
An important aspect to consider when creating your goals is to 
understand what is likely to prevent you from achieving them. We very 
often get distracted, become unmotivated or simply lose interest and 
‘Obstacles’ like these can very easily derail us from achieving well-
being goals.  So we highlight those obstacles and then focus on how to 
overcome them so they are less likely to knock us of course. 
Solutions are crucial to your success but be realistic. The art of success 
here is being honest with yourself. It may be that the obstacles are just 
to great as you struggle to find a solution to over come them. In which 
case you may have to rethink your goals and that ok. It is better to be 
realistic and achieve your goals than it is to over estimate your abilities 
and be disappointed. 
The example I’ve given here of walking at least 20 minutes a day is 
probably more realistic than if you had if opted to walk for an hour a day 
as that might be too tricky to consistently fit in to the day. If you felt that 
you could do more in the day but was unsure if you could consistently 
pull it off everyday you could redefine your goal as walking 20 minutes a 
day and completing a 7 minute work out for the days in which you have 
more time.

Graham Barrone
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Ok, so lets look at the obstacles and solutions I’ve written in this example. 

I am too lazy  
Low motivation and energy

No time 

Not fun

Engage with the thoughts and feelings 
of why getting fitter is important to me. 
Immerse my face in cold water to energise 
me.

Walk to shop everyday to buy a 750ml bottle 
of water and drink it on the way home. Walk 
around town on my lunch break.

It’s as fun as cleaning my teeth and just 
as important. Make a walking play list. 
Download walking app.

The first obstacle is ‘I am too lazy’. This is a very common self reflection and not a very 
positive one. It would be more useful and perhaps more truthful to reframe the obstacle 
as you having low motivation or low energy or both. 

A solution to this obstacle could be to find ways of engaging with motivation and 
energizing yourself. So here for example I’ve written ‘Engage with the thoughts and feelings 
of why getting fitter is important to me’. Equally you could write ‘Immerse my face in cold 
water to energize me.’

The second obstacle ‘No time’.  Is another classic and very real problem that we all find our 
selves complaining about. We all have 24 hours in a day and we fill it with similar things 
like sleeping, eating, washing, studying, working and leisure etc.... Sometimes all it takes is 
be a little more creative, flexible or resolute. In this example I chose a solution that doubles 
up on using time to achieve two goals by walking to the shop everyday to buy a 750ml 
bottle of water and by drinking it on the way home. And on top of this I could use my time 
at work by walking around town on my lunch break. 

The third obstacle ‘not fun’ is one of the biggest derailers of all. WE so easily get distracted 
from our goals because they become a chore. Usually this happens soon after the initial 
enthusiasm dissolves into an unwanted pressure of yet another thing to do in the day. 
However the reality that not all we do is necessarily fun is worth keeping in mind. We 
already do plenty of personal hygiene activities as in the example given here where I 
write ‘Its as fun as cleaning my teeth and just as important’.  Sometimes we just have to 
accept and keep in mind that there are consequences to not doing things properly. I like 
the phrase ‘only brush the teeth you want to keep’. It helps to remind me that if we are 
already doing something like eating, cleaning, exercising then why not apply a little more 
attention to them to improve what you are already doing. But saying that, we can make 
things easier for ourselves by making things more engaging and interesting for us such as 
‘making a walking play list or download a walking app.’ 

Graham Barrone
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Midweek Review
The second entry on the Weekly Well-being Journal is the Midweek Review and a good 
time to do this would be on the beginning of the fourth day. It’s a general recap on 
what is going well and what is not going so well and an opportunity to make some fine 
adjustments.
So, there are two parts to the Midweek Review: The Review itself and the Changes you 
make off the back of that review. 

Review and Changes

13/10/2050

So far so good. Missed my walk to the shop to get water yesterday but 
drank 750ml of water at home. Must get better at reminding myself of 
the reasons why I am doing this.

Bought a case of 750ml bottles of water so its easier to have a bottle with 
me. Wrote a statement of intent about why its important for me to get 
fitter and will recite it everyday.

In this example the Review tells us ‘So far so good. Missed my walk to the shop to get water 
yesterday but drank 750ml of water at home. Must get better at reminding myself of the 
reasons why I am doing this.’

From this review we can make a few tweaks to how we go about achieving our goals. 
Making ‘Changes’ are all part of that crucial ongoing redefining and refinement process 
so indicative of the Be Do Journal. In this example I have made the changes:  ‘Bought a 
case of 750ml bottles of water so its easier to have a bottle with me. Wrote a statement of 
intent about why its important for me to get fitter and will recite it everyday.’

Graham Barrone
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End Of Week Reflection
And so on the 7th day we take a look at the third and final entry into the Weekly Well-being 
Journal – End of Week Reflection. There are two sections here Reflections and Forecasts. 

As with the Mid Week Review the End of Week Reflection gives us the opportunity to 
appraise what went well and what didn’t go so well during the week. We can then take 
what we have learned and applying them when considering our next well-being goals.

Under Reflections make a note of anything that stood out for you in the week as you 
tried to achieve your well-being goals. They could be revelations, challenges, feelings or 
lessons.

Under Forecasts think how you can apply those things you’ve learned from this weeks 
experience so that next week is easier. Over time you will tweak and develop better 
insights and ways of achieving your goals. Turning experience in to knowledge and then 
applying this will put you on the path to wisdom as well as well-being. 

Lets take a look at our final entries in this example of the Weekly Well-being Journal. 

17/10/2050

Getting in touch with the thoughts and feelings of why i am doing 
this really helps. Walking to the shop is not always possible because of 
the rain so bought a pack of water for those days its not possible. Must 
get a fitness app that monitors my steps.

Continue to meditate on the reasons why getting fitter is important to 
me and recite my Well-being Statement everyday. Motivate myself by 
using apps and setting phone reminders.

So that’s the end of this section of the Weekly Well-being Journal and here’s just a few 
things to consider. When deciding upon your next Weekly Well-being Goals reread the 
End of Week Reflection just to remind you of how you might create your new goals for the 
week. Also don’t be afraid to repeat previous goals. This process is always refining itself 
and although the goals might remain the same the challenges and solutions to achieve 
them can vary. As long as you are aware of what you are doing and continually adapting 
to the challenges you will achieve your goals.  

There will come a time too when these goals have been practiced and achieved so often 
that they become positively, instinctive patterns of behaviour. It’s at this point that you can 
start to focus on different goals. 

And finally, do not rush. This process needs to be an honest and realistic account of what 
is going on for you. It might look unimpressive and you may feel that you are moving at 
a snails pace but if you stick diligently to this process you will learn skills and a pattern of 
behaviour that only when you look back in a months time you will see just how far you’ve 
come and how much better you feel because of your Be Do Journaling efforts.

Graham Barrone
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